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This invention relates generally to gas burners 

and refers more particularly to those designed 
for use in gas ranges and the like. Heretofore 
it has been customary to provide the head of a 
burner of this type with a number of outlet holes 
or ports for the gas. In many instances such 
ports are provided by drilling the head of the 
burner at predetermined points. This alone is a 
time-consuming and expensive step in the manu 
facture of such burners. However, if the ports 
So made are not small enough to prevent the 
ignited gas from flashing or working back into 
the head and mixing chamber of the burner, there 
may be serious consequences, and if the over-all 
number of such ports is not sufficient to provide 
the proper flame, the burner is inefficient. Ordi 
narily it is quite difficult and expensive to drill 
the required number of ports of the proper size, 
therefore I have designed a burner structure to 
Overconne Such difficulties. 
One of the essential objects of the present in 

vention is to provide a burner wherein the gas 
ports are formed by superposed stampings and 
the like that can be accurately made and assem 
bled to produce the desired results. 
Another object is to provide a burner structure 

that is easier and less expensive to make than 
the drilled type of burner mentioned above. 
Another object is to provide a burner wherein 

the over-all number of ports may be increased 
or decreased according to the number of Super 
posed parts employed. 
Another object is to provide a burner wherein 

the gas entrance end of each port is Smaller 
than the exit end thereof So that the flow of gas 
through the port will be such as to cause the 
ignited gas to burn close to the exit end of each 
port instead of being blown away or outwardly 
therefrom. Another object is to provide a burner wherein 
it is possible for more primary air to be used in 
the mixing tube of the burner so that less sec 
ondiary air is required at the exit end of each gas 
port to provide the proper combustion. 
Another object is to provide a burner struc 

ture that is easier to clean and service and where 
in replacement of parts may be readily and ac 
curately accomplished whenever desired. 
Another object is to provide a burner wherein 

the top part of the superposed members men 
tioned may be of sufficient area to serve as a cook 
ing plate. 
Another object is to provide a burner with 

such a cooking plate that effectively conceals and 
prevents the flame from being extinguished by 

Spilling foods, and prevents the latter from enter 
ing or clogging the gas ports of the burner. 
Other objects, advantages and novel details of 

construction of this invention will be made more 
apparent as this description proceeds, especially 
When considered in connection with the accom 
panying drawing, wherein: '. 

Figure 1 is a side elevation, with parts broken 
away and in Section, of a burner structure en 
bodying my invention; 

Figure 2 is a fragmentary top plan view of the 
burner with the Superposed members removed 
from the head thereof: 

Figure 3 is a detail plan view of the upper 
most part of Said Superposed members; 

Figure 4 is a detail plan view of one of the 
Corrugated parts of Said Superposed members; 

Figure 5 is a detail plan view of one of the in 
termediate arts of said superposed members; 

- Figure 6 is an enlarged fragmentary plan view 
of one of the corrugated parts; 

Figure 7 is a Sectional view taken on the line 
7-7 of Figure 6; 

Figure 8 is a plan view of the assembled super 
posed members fanned Out for cleaning purposes; 

Figure 9 is a fragmentary vertical sectional 
view through a slight modification. 

Referring now to the drawing, A is the mixing 
chamber, and B is the head of a gas burner em 
bodying my invention. 
As shown, the head B and mixing chamber. A 

are integral and are preferably formed as a sin 
gle casting. As usual, the mixing chamber A 
is tubular in form and is provided at its free end 
with an enlarged mouth portion to provided with 
a gas Supply pipe f and a shutter 2 by means 
of which the amount of primary air passing into 
the chamber A may be readily controlled. 
The head B is likewise tubular in form and 

extends Substantially vertically from the mixing 
chamber A. The upper end of this head is open 
and carries a number of Superposed stampings 
which provide the ports for gas. As shown, the 
stampings C and D, respectively, are identical in 
construction. Each comprises a ring 3 having 
radially extending corrugations f4 and having a 
diametrically extending attaching bar 5. The 
stamping E intermediate the stampings C and ID 
is a plain flat ring f6 having a diametrically, ex 
tending attaching bar 7. The uppermost stamp 
ing F is a flat disk. In Figures 1 to 8, inclusive, 
the area of each stamping C, D, E and F is the 
Same and is substantially equal to the outside area. 
of the open upper end of the head B. As shown, 
the stamping D is lowermost and has its corruga 
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tions 4 resting on the upper end 8 of the head 
B. The stamping E rests upon the corrugations 
4 of the stamping D. The corrugations 4 of 

the stamping C rest on the stamping E, and the 
flat disk F rests upon the corrugations 4 of the 
stamping C. Thus, four sets 9, 20, 2 and 22, 
respectively, of ports for gas are formed by the 
superposed parts illustrated, the lowermost set 
9 being formed by the corrugations 4 of the 
stamping D and the upper end 8 of the head, 
the set 20 by the corrugations 4 of the stamp 
ing D and the stamping E, the set 2 by the stamp 
ing E and the corrugations 4 of the stamping C, 
and the set 22 by the corrugations. of the 
stamping C and the disk F. 
By varying the number of stampings in the 

assembly, the over-all number of sets of ports 
may be varied accordingly. For example, if Only 
two sets of ports are desired, the stampings C 
and E would be dispensed with so that the disk 
F could rest upon the corrugations 4 of the 
stamping D. If six or more sets are desired, ad 
ditional stampings such as C and E are inter 
posed between the disk F and the upper stamp ing C. 

In the present instance, each set of ports is 
Substantially the same in contour and cross sec 
tion and each port has an entrance end 30 which 
receives gas from the interior of the head B and 
has an exit end 3 where gas is discharged to be 
ignited. Actually the entrance end 30 of each 
port is smaller than the exit end 3 thereof, and 
the side walls 32 and 33 of each of said ports 
are gradually flared from the entrance end 30 to 
the exit end 3 so that the flow of gas through 
each port will be such as to cause the ignited gas 
to burn close to the exit end 3 of each port in 
stead of being blown away or outwardly there 
from. The cross sectional area of each port is 
Such as to preclude the ignited gas flashing or 
working back into the head B, yet the Over-all 
number of such ports is such that a proper flane 
is assured. Especially is this so when both the 
number of sets of ports and the shutter 2 for 
primary air can be so easily controlled. In fact, 
my construction is such that more primary and 
less secondary air may be used to provide the 
proper combustion. 

For anchoring the stampings in place relative 
to the head, I have provided a crossbar 40 within 
and fixed to the head adjacent the upper end 
thereof and a screw 4 that engages aligned open 
ings 42, 43, 44 and 45, respectively, in the stamp 
ings and threadedly engages the crossbar 40. 
To permit the parts to be cleaned while main 

taining their assembled relation, I have provided 
a hollow rivet 46 that extends through aligned 
openings 4, 48, 49 and 50, respectively, in the 
stampings and swivelly connects the same to 
gether. Thus, when it is desired to clean the 
structure, the screw 4 is removed from the cross 
bar 40 and stampings C, D, E and F so that the 
latter as a sub-assembly may be bodily removed 
from the head 3. The individual stampings may 
then be swung around the hollow rivet 46 as 
illustrated in Figure 8 so that they will be ac 
cessible for cleaning purpoSes. 
In Figure 9 I have illustrated a slight modifica 

tion, in which the top part F" of the superposed 
members is of sufficient area to serve as a cook 
ing plate. As shown, this plate F is thicker and 
larger in diameter than the disk F and extends 
over and beyond the burner opening 60 in the 
top frame 6 of the gas range. The plate F may 
be a casting and is anchored by a screw if to 

2,285,635 
the crossbar 40 of the burner. To permit the 
products of combustion to escape from under 
the plate F, there are a plurality of legs 63 on 
the underside of the plate F and resting on the 
top frame 6 of the range. Thus, these legs 63 
space the plate F a sufficient distance above the 
top frame 6 to provide vents 64 for the products 
of combustion and transmit the load from the 
plate F to the top frame 6 instead of to the 
burner headB. 
What I claim as my invention is: 
1. A burner having an upright tubular head 

open at its upper end, an assembly of Superposed 
stampings on the open upper end of the head and 
providing radially extending passages for a com 
bustible mixture, a permanent swivel connection 
between the stampings of the assembly maintain 
ing their relative superposed relation but permit 
ting relative lateral movement therebetween for cleaning purposes, and a separate detachable con 
nection between said assembly and said head nor mally holding said stampings against the lateral 
movement aforesaid. . . 

2. In a burner, an assembly of superposed 
plate-like members adapted to be mounted on a 
supporting head and providing radially extend 
ing passages for a combustible mixture, a perma 
nent swivel connection between the plate-like 
members of the assembly maintaining their rel 
ative superposed relation but permitting relative 
lateral movement therebetween for cleaning pur 
poses, and means for detachably connecting said 
assembly to the supporting head and normally 
holding said plate-like members against the lat 
eral movement aforesaid. v 

3. A burner having an upright tubular head 
open at its upper end, an assembly of superposed 
stampings On the open upper end of the head and 
providing radially extending passages for a com 
bustible mixture, removable means carried by 
the head for holding the plate-like members in 
position relative to the head, and a connection 
between said plate-like members operable when 
the means aforesaid is removed to hold the plate 
like members together while permitting relative 
lateral adjustment thereof for cleaning purposes. 

4. A burner having an upright tubular head 
open at its upper end, a radially corrugated ring 
resting upon the open upper end of said head and 
cooperating therewith to provide radially extend 
ing passages for a combustible mixture, a flat 
ring resting on the corrugated ring and couperat 
ing therewith to provide radial passages for a 
combustible mixture, a radially corrugated ring 
resting on the flat ring and Cooperating therewith 
to provide radially extending passages for a com 
bustible mixture, and a flat top plate resting on 
the last mentioned corrugated ring and cooper 
ating therewith to provide radial passages for a 
combustible mixture, removable means carried by 
the head for holding the rings and top plate in 
position relative to the head, and a connection 
between said rings and top plate operable when 
the means aforesaid is removed to hold said parts 
together while permitting relative lateral ad 
justment thereof for cleaning purposes. 

5. A burner having an upright tubular head 
open at its upper end, a radially corrugated ring 
resting upon the open upper end of said head and 
cooperating therewith to provide radially extend 
ing passages for a combustible mixture, a flat ring 
resting on the corrugated ring and cooperating 
therewith to provide radial passages for a con 
bustible mixture, a radially corrugated ring rest 
ing on the flat ring and cooperating therewith to 75 
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provide radially extending passages for a com 
bustible mixture, and a flat top plate resting on 
the last mentioned corrugated ring and cooperat 
ing therewith to provide radial passages for a 
combustible mixture, the rings having diametri 
cally extending bars, the top plate and bars just 
mentioned having two sets of registering open 
ings, a removable securing element carried by 

the head engaging one set of openings and nor 
mally holding said rings and top plate in position 
relative to the head, and a rivet engaging the 
other set of openings and operable when the se 
curing element is removed to hold the rings and 
top plate together while permitting relative lat 
eral adjustment thereof for cleaning purposes. 

CARENCE A HERMAN. 

  


